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commercial crisis and change in
Retail and hospitality sectors alone have built up £5bn in rent arrears which landlords cannot yet pursue them for

government extends commercial eviction ban until march 2022 amid fears of 'debt time-bomb'
Why is equity capital important for banks? The amount of shareholder equity in banks is typically very small relative to their borrowings and deposits. Thus, banks are very highly leveraged and

capital needs and structural change: coming challenges for banks
Climate Change Crisis Real Impact I Acquisition Corporation (NYSE: CLII) ("CLII"), a publicly-traded special purpose acquisition company, today announced that its stockholders voted to approve the

climate change crisis real impact i acquisition corporation announces stockholders approval of business combination with evgo
The debt crisis facing English businesses has ratcheted up further as they now owe local councils almost £2.5 billion in unpaid business rates, according to new analysis. Many businesses have seen

warning of £2.5bn business rates debt crisis
Walker Morris commercial dispute resolution and procurement specialists Lynsey Oakdene and Kathryn Vickers consider recent notable judgments on standing in public procurement judicial review

coronavirus and commercial leases: what landlords and tenants need to know
The boss of haulage firm Moody Logistics has written to transport secretary Grant Shapps asking for urgent action to tackle the huge shortage of qualified HGV drivers. The UK now has an estimated

moody logistics urges transport secretary to resolve licensing and testing delays to ease driver shortage crisis
Almshouses, a charitable form of self sufficient, low cost community housing that is held in trust for local people in housing need, which have existed for over 1,000 years, are still relevant today,

nick phillips: why almshouses have a role to play today and for tomorrow
Together has lowered its resi and buy-to-let (BTL) mortgage rates to support more borrowers as the stamp duty holiday is phased out.

together reintroduces lowest ever resi and btl rates
As the election of a new General Secretary for Britain's biggest trade union gets underway, Red Pepper speaks to left candidates Steve Turner and Sharon Graham.

what’s at stake for the left in unite’s general
secretary election? an interview with steve turner and sharon graham

AMAZON CEO Jeff Bezos has officially stepped down from his role with the company. Bezos is handing the reins to Andy Jassy, who previously ran Amazon’s cloud-computing business. Earlier this year,

amazon ceo latest - jeff bezos steps down as boss and puts andy jassy in charge ahead of blue origin rocket launch

Hundreds of Extinction Rebellion (XR) protesters have marched through London in a demonstration aimed at the British press. The Metropolitan Police said 23 people were arrested during the rally,

climate change: seven tonnes of horse manure dumped outside newspaper offices at extinction rebellion rally

A revised strategic plan for Letchworth's Heritage Foundation has been published, initiating a financial recovery roadmap in

heritage foundation announces revised plan following 'greatest financial crisis'

John Echols and Greg Crowley from Opportune LLP write: the winter storm that descended on Texas in February 2021 is a reminder of why organisations should assess their strategy and operations to

was the texas power crisis unforeseen? building resilience in the face of chaos

He moved to the south coast with the club haemorrhaging circa £700,000 losses per month due to a lack of match-day revenue amid the coronavirus crisis. As a result their sustainable mantra won't

portsmouth ceo pinpoints three clubs spending 'huge money' to escape league one - and blues looking at copying premier league new-boys

Barnstable's proposed ADU ordinance is one of several tools under consideration to increase year-round housing and ease a rental unit shortage.

barnstable proposes adu ordinance, zoning changes to increase housing units

Two things I can never have enough of as a commander are information and the time to consider it. Unfortunately, today’s strategic landscape offers me

new tools to create time and information: “building the bike while we ride it”

Sunderland, Ipswich and Wigan are all spending 'huge money' in a bid for League One promotion in the 2021-22 season.

portsmouth ceo pinpoints sunderland, ipswich and wigan spending huge money' in bid for league one promotion

CUBE, an innovative competition that enables commercial buildings in both the private and public sector to make a genuine contribution to net zero, has launched in the UK.

new competition to deliver significant energy savings in commercial buildings

After all the pandemic dramas of the past 18 months, Federal Reserve interest rate policy remains the most important indicative for the US dollar. Are the Fed's June projection of two possible hikes

us interest rates and the dollar: still the closest of companions

For the 11th and seventh straight year, respectively, BMO has been recognized as the Best Private Bank and Best Commercial Bank in Canada by World Finance Magazine. The awards recognize both groups'

bmo recognized as best private bank and best commercial bank in canada

With the Covid-19 rent moratorium extended for another year, retailers and landlords are being urged not to wait on new legislation being introduced to resolve rent disputes and restore relationships.

a new era for retailer and landlord property relations

Councils collected £14.88 billion in business rates in the past year but saw arrears balloon by more than £1 billion.

warning of business rates debt crisis as firms in england owe councils £2.5bn

The Scottish government insists is working to combat challenges faced by young people who are keen to get in to crofting.

government ‘recognises’ crofting challenges as student rallies for change

As they look beyond the pandemic, airlines need to grapple with five new realities—and devise strategies to adapt.
airline sector poised for change post-covid-19 pandemic
A CATAMARAN ferry which Scots transport chiefs wants to use as an "emergency" to ease Scotland’s ferry crisis has been taken out

replacement vessel to ease ferry crisis taken out of service
Plus: Oliver Brown on how corporate creation CR7 can benefit more from attaching himself to a social cause than another endorsement

football’s reliance on junk-food sponsorship - and why cristiano ronaldo could be a figurehead for change
By Pieter Looijenga, Account Manager at LexisNexis InterAction No industry has been invulnerable to the pandemic and the professional services sectors such as legal and accounting and financial

covid-19 makes the case for technology and automation for business development in professional services
A joint webinar between the Middle East & Africa Duty Free Association and Airports International Council Africa featured presentations and updates on non-aeronautical airport revenue recovery, and

meadfa-aci webinar homes in on travel retail recovery path in middle east and africa
The "Modular and Prefabricated Nonresidential Building Construction Global Market Report 2021: COVID-19 Growth and Change to 2030" report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. This

global modular and prefabricated nonresidential building construction market report (2021 to 2030) - covid-19 growth and change
National Farmers Union says it will keep watch over any potential takeover of Britain’s fourth-biggest supermarket chain

farmers plead for continued support if morrisons changes hands
The festival at the royal palace in Surrey returns this week after being cancelled last year due to the pandemic.

green concerns highlighted as rhs hampton court palace garden festival returns
Cannes Lions 2021 looked different this year, as creativity was fuelled during Zoom chats instead of in-person brainstorming sessions due to the pandemic. In this article, we look at all 35 winners

cannes lions 2021 awards: unilever, mastercard and bodyform among the big winners
TrustFord chairman and chief executive Stuart Foulds has said he was “relatively pleased” with the group’s COVID-impacted 2020 financial results – despite recording a £5.2m pre-tax loss.

trustford reports £5.2m loss in covid-hit 2020 financial results
Unlike other areas of the property industry, the industrial and logistics sector has only been boosted by the likes of Covid-19 and Brexit. However, a number of issues are on the horizon.

what lies ahead for the industrial and logistics sector post the pandemic?
Premier Gladys Berejiklian flags support and says ‘nobody should feel stressed about their financial situation’

australia covid live update: nsw announces coronavirus lockdown for greater sydney, blue mountains, central coast and wollongong from 6pm today
Rolling coverage of the latest economic and financial news